What are tried, tested and verified methods
for ensuring that social value is captured
during the contract phase, in other words,
that tenderers deliver on promises?
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6 July 2021

Introduction
• What legal requirements and guidance apply to contracting authorities in
respect of social value?
• What approaches are being adopted to capture social value during the contract
phase?
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Social value requirements
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Capturing social value
Local Government TOMs
Theme

Outcome

Measures

Units

Value per Unit

Jobs: Promote
local skills and
employment

More opportunities for
disadvantaged people

No. of mothers returning to
work hired on the contract

No. people

£18,965

No. of disabled people

No. people

£15,166

No. site visits for school
children or local residents

No. visits

£64.28

No. of weeks of
apprenticeships on the contract

No. weeks

£207.40

Growth
Social
Environment

Improved skills

Innovation
Total Social Value = Sum for all Measures: {Units x Value}
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Capturing social value
Central Government Social Value Model
Social Value Model
•
•
•
•
•

Refer to the UK Government’s Social Value Model and Guidance
Minimum 10% of the overall bid evaluation score is assigned to the bidder’s social value
proposal
8 policy outcomes across the key themes set out below
Qualitative assessment of the tenders on a scale from “Excellent” to “Fail”
“Excellent” means a response which “exceeds what is expected for the criteria” and
“leaves no doubt as to the capability and commitment to deliver what is required”
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Capturing social value
Central Government Social Value Model
Theme 2: Tackling
economic equality

Policy Outcome 2: Create new businesses, new jobs and new skills

Model Evaluation Question

Model Award Criteria (MAC)

Sub-Criteria / Model Response
Guidance

Reporting Metrics

“…describe the commitment
your organisation will make to
ensure that opportunities under
the contract deliver the Policy
Outcome and Award Criteria.
Please include:
● your ‘Method Statement’, …,
and
● a timed project plan and
process, including how you will
implement your commitment
and by when. Also, how you will
monitor, measure and report on
your commitments/the impact
of your proposals. … “

MAC2.2: “Create employment and
training opportunities particularly
for those who face barriers to
employment …”.

Activities that demonstrate and
describe the tenderer’s existing or
planned:
● Understanding of employment
and skills issues, and of the skills and
employment shortages of high
growth sectors relating to the
contract. Illustrative examples:
demographics, skills shortages, new
opportunities in high growth sectors,
groups under-represented in the
workforce (e.g. prison leavers,
disabled people), geographic/local
community and skills/employment
challenges.
…

“…
Number of apprenticeship
opportunities (Level 2, 3, and 4+)
created or retained under the
contract, by UK region.
Number of training opportunities
(Level 2, 3, and 4+) created or
retained under the contract, other
than apprentices, by UK region.
…”
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Capturing social value
Central Government Social Value Model
• Tried, tested and verified?
• A different tack from TOMS for contractual commitments.
• Effectiveness TBA, but more Social Value to come !
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